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Abstract 

High-power, single-frequency, pulsed fiber amplifiers are required in Light Detection And 

Ranging (LiDAR), coherent laser detection, and remote sensing applications to reach long 

range within a short acquisition time. However, the power-scaling of these amplifiers is 

limited by nonlinearities generated in the optical fibers, in particular by stimulated Brillouin 

scattering (SBS). In this regard, the use of multicomponent phosphate glasses maximizes the 

energy extraction and minimize nonlinearities. Here, we present the development of a single-

stage, hybrid, pulsed fiber amplifier using a custom-made multicomponent Yb-doped 

phosphate fiber. The performance of the phosphate fiber was compared to a commercial Yb-

doped silica fiber. While the latter showed SBS limitation at nearly 6.5 kW for 40 cm length, 

the maximum achieved output peak power for the multicomponent Yb-doped phosphate fiber 

was 11.7 kW for 9 ns pulses using only 20 cm with no sign of SBS.  

Keywords: single-frequency, Yb-doped phosphate fiber, high-power, single-stage master-oscillator power fiber amplifier 

 

1. Introduction 
The continuous progress of drone technologies combined 

with coherent LiDAR systems keeps generating new 

applications and opening new opportunities [1]. For LiDAR 

and other related applications, such as remote sensing and 

coherent laser detection, the coherence, output peak power, 

and size of the laser source are of indeed paramount 

importance. Amongst the most successful laser 

configurations, the hybrid master-oscillator power fiber 

amplifier (MOPFA) offers compactness and a high output 

peak power [2–4]. This optical fiber-based amplification 

configuration has been widely studied and refined over the 

last two decades. Typically, it consists of a diode-pumped 

solid-state or semi-conductor-based laser used as a master 

oscillator followed by one or more fiber amplifying stages. 

The implementation of a MOPFA relies foremost on 

commercial silica glass-based optical fiber technology which 
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has been key in the successful development of high power 

fiber lasers and amplifiers [5-7]. 

The high purity of the silica glass material produced 

through modified chemical vapor deposition (MCVD) 

combined to the outstanding intrinsic thermo-mechanical 

properties of silica glass have allowed to develop low loss 

optical fiber amplifiers able to handle several kWs of optical 

power in the continuous wave (CW) regime [8-11]. Other 

benefits of the silica glass fiber technology includes 

flexibility, cost-effective high volume production and, more 

importantly, easy integration through “standard” splicing 

procedure. 

However, the exploitation of this latter technology in the 

pulsed-regime appears less trivial. Actually, one key 

limitation of silica glass matrix is the limited concentration 

of Rare-Earth (RE) ions ( 0.6 mol% Yb2O3) achievable 

while remaining free of clustering effect [12]. As the 

concentration increases above this value, in most of the cases 

the RE ions tend to cluster leading to nonradiative quenching 

of the electronic excited states. The quenching not only 

decreases the efficiency of the overall conversion of the 

absorbed pump source but also, as a consequence, generates 

heat in the system. The limited concentration of RE ions/unit 

length implies a limited optical gain/unit length and thus the 

requirement for long amplifying fiber lengths. This latter 

feature is not a particular issue when operating in CW regime 

but it becomes an impairing feature for propagating pulses 

with susbtantial peak power because of the onset of optical 

nonlinearities in the optical fiber, in particular the SBS. SBS 

arises from the interaction of acoustic phonons with the 

propagating signal wave, which is converted into a 

frequency-shifted, backward-propagating signal [13]. 

In silica glass optical fiber numerous suppression 

techniques have been implemented. Some techniques, such 

as temperature gradient [14] and strain gradient techniques 

[4, 15], involved the mitigation of the SBS applied directly 

onto the fiber. With the aim to mitigate the SBS, substantial 

research activities on the fiber configuration (geometry, 

morphology) have been also reported. These works include 

in particular studies on large-mode-area fibers [16, 17], 

nonuniform fibers [18], fibers with a transverse acoustic 

waveguide design [19], and highly doped fibers [20]. The use 

of highly doped fibers, in particular, has resulted to be 

extremely effective in the SBS suppression. Indeed, 

increasing the Yb
3+

 ions concentration/unit length increases 

the pump absorption and optical gain/unit length. The desired 

optical amplification can thus be achieved over a shorter 

fiber length implying a higher SBS threshold. However, a 

high Yb
3+

 ions concentration in the silica host can eventually 

lead to undesirable high-concentration drawbacks such as 

quenching [21], photodarkening [22], and mode instability 

when large core dimensions are concerned [23]. 

Therefore, in this work we have applied an alternative 

SBS suppression technique by using multicomponent 

phosphate fibers. Thanks to their high solubility of RE ions 

and weak ion–ion interactions [24, 25], multicomponent 

phosphate glasses can be doped with large amounts of RE 

ions (up to 10
21

 ions/cm
3
) without clustering [26, 27]. This 

enables the realization of an active medium with a high 

optical gain in a short length and thus the mitigation of 

nonlinear optical effects [28]. Known to be excellent host 

materials for optical amplifiers and lasers, phosphate glasses 

possess excellent thermomechanical properties [29], high 

optical damage threshold and immunity to photodarkening 

[30]. The SBS gain coefficient in the phosphate fiber has 

been shown to be 50% lower than that of silica [31].  

Despite these advantages, the use of phosphate-based 

fibers still suffers from limitations compared to the silica-

based fibers. The major bottleneck is their low glass 

transition temperature (∼500 °C), which makes challenging 

the splicing process between those two types of fibers and, 

hence, their integration as a single laser system. Several 

studies have successfully addressed some of these limitations 

in developing performant laser sources [32] using standard as 

well as polarization-maintaining (PM) phosphate fibers [33]. 

Despite the outstanding achievements mentioned above, 

there is substantial scope for improving these latter, thus 

making the development of phosphate glass-based fiber 

lasers a very active R&D field. 

To date, several studies have been reported on high-

power, single-frequency phosphate fiber amplifiers operating 

both in CW [34-36] and pulsed modes [33, 37-40] in the 1.5 

μm wavelength range and very few demonstrate the 

amplification of pulse-light using Yb-doped phosphate fibers 

(see Table 1). 

Table 1. Selected Works on Single-Frequency, Pulsed Yb-Doped Fiber 

Amplifiers 

 

The highest peak powers achieved for a single-frequency, 

pulsed, phosphate fiber amplifier were 51.5 kW from Leigh 

et al. [37] at 1550.67 nm and 3.15 kW developed by Fu et al. 

[40] at 1064 nm. However, these results were obtained using 

several amplification stages, and the phosphate fiber was 

used only in the last amplification stage. The use of more 

than one amplification stage increases the cost, size and 

complexity of the fiber amplifier and does not fully exploit 

the benefits of using phosphate-based fibers. Thus far, to the 
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best of our knowledge, the use of Yb-doped multicomponent 

phosphate fibers for the power-scaling of a pulsed single-

frequency and narrow-linewidth fiber amplifier at 1 μm in 

only one amplification stage has not been reported yet. In 

this work, we present preliminary results towards the 

development of a high peak power pulsed single-frequency 

laser through the use of a single amplification stage in a 

MOPFA configuration. The amplifying fiber consists in a 

novel, custom-made, single-cladding, Yb-doped 

multicomponent phosphate fiber. The maximum achieved 

output peak power was 11.7 kW using only 20 cm of the Yb-

doped phosphate fiber. 

 

2. Experimental setup 

2.1 Single-frequency hybrid fiber amplifier design 

The experimental setup of the fiber amplifier is illustrated 

in Figure 1. The fiber amplifier is a hybrid MOPFA 

consisting of a 1064-nm passive Q-switched laser used as a 

seed laser (see Section 2.2), followed by an amplification 

stage. Light from the master oscillator was free-space-

coupled with a coupling efficiency of more than 85% into a 

single-cladding PM fiber with core/cladding dimensions of 

20/125 μm (see inset of Figure 1). The single-cladding PM 

fiber was spliced to the input signal fiber of a pump/signal 

(2+1)×1 PM combiner (ITF Technologies, Canada). The 

combiner is composed of two standard pump fibers (105/125 

μm) and one PM signal fiber (20/125 μm) with a core 

numerical aperture (NA) of 0.08. The Yb-doped fibers were 

forward-pumped into the cladding by one wavelength-

stabilized fiber-coupled pump diode module (BWT Beijing, 

China), which operates at 976 nm and delivers a maximum 

pump power of 27 W. The fiber-coupled pump diode 

modules were spliced to the 105/125 μm pump fiber of the 

PM combiner. The SBS signal was measured from the 

backward-propagated signal through a beamsplitter cube 

positioned after the laser (see inset of Figure 1) and the SBS 

onset is defined as the point where the backward-propagating 

power starts to increase nonlinearly with pump power. The 

output signal fiber of the PM combiner was spliced to the 

Yb-doped fibers, namely the 20/125 μm silica host-based and 

the in-house developed 20/176 μm phosphate fiber (see 

Section 2.3). The Yb-doped phosphate fiber was 

manufactured as a single-cladding fiber without any coating; 

therefore, it was recoated along the length (see Section 

2.3.1). The active fibers were cleaved at one end at an angle 

of 8° to avoid Fresnel’s reflections. The set-up used for the 

measurement of SBS signal is shown in the inset of Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Simplified scheme of a pulsed, single-stage hybrid fiber amplifier operating at 1064 nm. The light emitted from a seed laser is 

coupled into a single-cladding fiber through a free-space coupling system. The single-cladding polarization maintaining (PM) fiber is 
spliced to the input signal fiber of a polarization-maintaining combiner. The fiber amplifier is pumped by a wavelength-stabilized pump 

diode operating at 976 nm. The output signal fiber of the PM combiner is spliced to the Yb-doped fiber, which is angle-cleaved at one end 

at an angle of 8° to avoid Fresnel’s reflections. Inset: Setup used for the measurement of the SBS signal. The backward-propagated signal 
propagates in the same manner, but in a different direction, as the forward seed signal. As the signal is linearly polarized, depending on 

half-wave plate 2, the backward-propagated signal will travel toward the seed laser or detector. Before reaching the detector, the signal is 

filtered to remove any residual pump power, which is reflected from the fiber. 
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2.2 Master Oscillator 
 

The 1064 nm, passive Q-switched, single-frequency master 

oscillator was manufactured by Cobolt (Hübner Group 

Company, Germany). The high-finesse laser cavity is an 

unidirectional ring cavity with three cavity mirrors, which 

constitute a triangle with two sides of equal length. The intra-

cavity field at 1064 nm rotates anticlockwise around the 

cavity perimeter; the cavity length is approximately 50 mm 

and is pumped through the curved mirror by two laser diodes 

at 808 nm with a maximum attainable output power level up 

to 4 W. The laser crystal is Nd:YAG with a dopant level of 

1% and a length of 3 mm. An optical isolator was inserted in 

the cavity to force the laser to run unidirectionally. A 

Cr:YAG crystal was inserted, acting as a passive Q-switch. 

This laser generates an average polarized output power of up 

to 1 W with a polarization extinction ratio (PER) higher than 

30 dB. The Gaussian pulses exhibit a pulse width and 

repetition rate of 9 ns and 19.1 kHz, respectively. Because of 

its narrow linewidth, this seed laser is very sensitive to SBS. 

The average power level where the SBS occurs at the output 

of the combiner, without any active fiber, is 0.5 W. 

Therefore, in our experiments, we only used 0.4 W of the 

average output power from the seed laser. 

2.3 Characteristics of the Yb3+-doped fibers 

The characteristics of the active fibers used in this work 

are summarized in Table 2. The commercially available 

silica fiber and the in-house developed phosphate fiber 

exhibit a core absorption of 1185 dB/m at 976 nm and of 

3730 dB/m at 975 nm, respectively. The core absorption 

spectra in dB/m for both fibers are shown in Figure 2. 

Table 2. Characteristics of the Yb-doped fibers 

 

Figure 2. Core absorption spectra of Yb-doped phosphate- and silica-based 
glass fibers. 

2.3.1  Material properties of the Yb3+-doped 

phosphate fiber 

The active phosphate fiber was manufactured by preform 

drawing, with the preform being obtained by the rod-in-tube 

technique. The drawing tower furnace (SAET, Turin, Italy) 

consists of a graphite ring heated by induction operating at 

248 kHz and delivering 170 W to reach the required drawing 

temperature. High-purity (99+%) chemicals (P2O5, K2O, 

Al2O3, B2O3, SiO2, PbO, La2O3) were weighed and mixed 

inside a glove box under dried air atmosphere to minimize 

the hydroxyl ions (OH
−
) content in the glass. Afterward, they 

were transferred in a Pt crucible for melting in a vertical 

furnace at a temperature of 1400 °C for 1 h under a 

controlled atmosphere (dry air, water content < 3 ppm). The 

core glass was doped with 2.4 mol% of Yb2O3, 

corresponding to a concentration of the Yb
3+

 ions of 6.15 × 

10
20

 ions/cm
3
. Then, it was cast into a cylindrical mold to 

form a rod, whereas the cladding glass tubes were shaped by 

rotational casting (at a rotation speed of 3000 rpm) using an 

in-house-developed equipment. The cast glasses were 

immediately annealed at a temperature around the transition 

temperature, Tg, for 5 h to relieve internal stresses and finally 

cooled down slowly to room temperature. The fluorescence 

lifetime of the 
2
F5/2  

2
F7/2 transition of Yb

3+
 ions in the core 

glass was measured to be 1.0 ± 0.1 ms. The lifetime value 

agrees with the scientific literature, thus demonstrating no 

quenching of the RE ions. The calculated absorption cross-

section was 1.27 × 10
24

 cm
2
 at 974.6 nm. The refractive 

index of the core and cladding glasses was measured with a 

prism coupler (Metricon Model 2010) at 1061 nm and 

revealed to be 1.5439 ± 0.0005 and 1.5428 ± 0.0005, 

respectively. 

Scanning electron microscopy cross-sectional images of the 

fabricated single-cladding phosphate glass fiber showed 

core/cladding diameters of 20/176 μm with a core NA of 

0.06 at 1.06 μm (see Figure 3a). A 20 μm core diameter 

implies the fiber being few-mode at 1064 nm despite the low 

NA value. The purpose of a large core was both to assess 

integration feasibility and to demonstrate amplification 

ability. Although it requires subtle glass process control and 

adjustments of the glass fabrication process, a low NA value 

is achievable to satisfy single-mode (SM) operation in a 20 

μm core. For this first demonstration, where SM operation is 

not critical, we opted for a conservative approach targeting a 

NA value of 0.06. The large outer diameter of 176 μm, as 

compared to the standard 125 μm diameter of commercial 

silica glass fibers, provides further mechanical strength to the 

uncoated phosphate fiber. The quality and morphology of the 

fabricated phosphate glass optical fiber were inspected by 

means of a Nikon ECLIPSE E 50i optical microscope. Fiber 

losses were measured by the cut-back technique using a 

Fiber under test  Core absorption 

(dB/m) 

Core numerical 

aperture 

Core/cladding 

diameters 
(µm)  

Yb-doped silica 

fiber 1185 at 976 nm 0.08 20/125 

Yb-doped 

phosphate fiber 3730 at 975 nm  0.06 20/176 
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length of about 250 cm with a SM fiber pigtailed laser diode 

source operating at 1300 nm. 

 

 

Figure 3. (a) Scanning electron microscopy cross-sectional image of the 

single-cladding Yb-doped phosphate fiber. (b) Image of the splicing of the 

silica passive fiber (20/125 µm) with the Yb-doped phosphate fiber (20/176 
µm). 

The attenuation value was calculated through linear least-

squares fitting of the experimental data and was equal to 1.1 

dB/m. In order to assess the guiding properties of the fiber, a 

set of near-field images of the fiber cross-section was 

measured on a 250 cm-long fiber piece, at the wavelength of 

1300 nm, using a butt-coupled fiber pigtailed laser diode 

source. The light beam was found to be well-confined inside 

the core, and only a negligible diffused area was observed 

inside the cladding. As the fiber is single-cladding, a 

recoating process (see Section 2.3.2) was crucial to reduce its 

long-term sensitivity to external environmental factors. The 

active fiber was cooled simply by conduction by placing it 

on a V-groove metallic plate (HFV002, Thorlabs). 

 

2.3.2 Splicing and coating of the Yb3+-doped phosphate 
fiber 

The active phosphate fiber was first cleaved on both ends 

and then recoated. The recoating was carried out using a 

Vytran PTR-200-MRC recoater and an acrylate UV-sensitive 

solution from Efiron (UVF PC-373), which shows a 

refractive index of 1.373 at the wavelength of 852 nm. The 

maximum coating length possible with this coating was 50 

mm; hence, several recoating processes were required to 

cover the whole length of the active fiber. The fiber was left 

without coating at both ends: over a length of 20 mm at one 

end of the fiber that was spliced to the silica fiber of the 

combiner and over a length of 3 mm at the other end that was 

cleaved at an angle of 8°. The splicing process was 

performed using an Ericsson FSU 995 PM splicer. The lower 

glass transition temperature of the phosphate fiber (∼500 °C) 

compared to that of the silica fiber (∼1000 °C) made the 

silica-phosphate fiber splicing process challenging, as well as 

the thermal management of the splicing point complicated. 

Therefore, a special splicing program was developed to 

splice the single-cladding 20/176 μm Yb-doped phosphate 

fiber to the double-cladding 20/125 μm output signal fiber of 

the PM combiner (see Figure 3b). Nevertheless, the splice 

losses were typically less than 1 dB with yet substantial 

scope for further improvement through optimization of the 

process. An optimized splicing process and a good cooling 

method of the splicing point are important to avoid the 

danger of silica-to-phosphate fiber splice breakout during 

high-power operation due to the difference in thermal 

expansion coefficients of the two fibers. 

 

3. Experimental results and discussion 

The dependence of the SBS threshold on the fiber length 

requires the use of short active fibers [13]. Therefore, the 

active fiber lengths that were tested in the amplifier in this 

work were chosen based on the tradeoff between the onset of 

SBS and sufficient pump absorption, which is directly related 

to the slope efficiency. The performance of the fiber 

amplifier was first evaluated using different fiber lengths, 

namely 10, 16, and 20 cm of the custom-made, single-

cladding 20/176 μm Yb-doped phosphate fiber, and then 

compared to different fiber lengths of a commercial Yb-

doped silica fiber.  
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Figure 4. Output power of the fiber amplifier using different fiber lengths: 

(a) of the custom-made, single-cladding, 20/176 μm Yb-doped phosphate 
fiber and (b) of a commercial Yb-doped silica fiber. Inset: polarization 

extinction ratio of the 11 cm-long phosphate fiber at different launched pump 

powers. 

In Figure 4a and 4b are shown the output peak power 

(left y-axis) and average backward-propagated power (right 

y-axis) of the custom-made phosphate fiber and of the 

commercial fiber respectively with respect to the launched 

pump power. Using 11 cm of phosphate fiber, we achieved a 

maximum output peak power of 2.8 kW before damaging the 

splicing point, most likely because of a high heat load in the 

active fiber and at this point in particular. A low slope 

efficiency of 23% demonstrates that the length of the active 

fiber was too short. The temperature of the fiber surface 

exceeded 60 °C, measured with a forward-looking infrared 

(FLIR) camera. The relatively high temperature along the 

optical fiber may be ascribed to the high pump power 

absorbed by the active gain medium in a short fiber length 

and to the scattering and absorption of pump power due to 

imperfections or inclusions in the phosphate glass or at the 

core/cladding interface. 

For a slightly longer fiber (16 cm), the maximum output 

peak power and slope efficiency increased to 6.5 kW and 

46%, respectively. Even though the slope efficiency 

increased, the observed gain saturation indicates that the 

length of the fiber was not optimal. Using 20 cm of the Yb-

doped phosphate fiber, a maximum output peak power of 

11.7 kW was achieved corresponding to an average power of 

nearly 2.4 W. The slope efficiency was identical to that of 

the 16 cm-long fiber, and no gain saturation was observed, 

indicating that the active fiber length of 20 cm was close to 

optimal considering all factors. However, further power 

scaling for this length was limited by the available pump 

power. No SBS was observed indicating that an even longer 

fiber could be used. The best performance of the fiber 

amplifier, achieved with the 20 cm-long Yb-doped phosphate 

fiber, was compared to the performance of different length of 

a commercial Yb-doped silica fiber. Despite the high pump 

absorption of the silica fiber, a fiber length of 30 cm revealed 

to be short, which results in a gain saturation even at a low 

launched pump power. To achieve similar output peak 

powers as the one measured in the case of the 20 cm-long 

Yb-doped phosphate fiber used in our experiment, a 

commercial Yb-doped silica fiber almost double in length is 

necessary. However, for length higher than 30 cm, SBS will 

become a limit for further power scaling (see Figure 4b). The 

higher slope efficiency observed in this case with respect to 

the one of the Yb-doped phosphate fiber can be partly 

ascribed to the lower core/cladding area ratio. The inset of 

Figure 4a shows the polarization extinction ratio (PER) 

measurements for the 11 cm-long Yb-doped phosphate fiber. 

The polarization out of the seed laser was higher than 30 dB 

and, as the active fiber used was very short, the polarization 

was still maintained. The PER increased significantly with 

the increase in pump power, achieving a value higher than 25 

dB at output peak powers higher than 1.8 kW. Further 

investigation is needed to explain this behavior; however, 

this increase in the PER may be ascribed to the stress 

induced into the fiber from the heat load when the 

temperature of the fiber increased. Another cause may be the 

presence of imperfections or inclusions in the phosphate 

glass, which can induce a one-directional stress into the fiber 

and therefore lead to an increase of the PER while enhancing 

the pump power. A slightly lower PER is expected in the 

case of longer fiber sections, and this is due to the fiber 

shape, which can be improved with future designs of an 

asymmetrical shape for the active phosphate fiber. 

The optical spectrum in the forward direction was 

measured for all the Yb-doped phosphate fiber lengths. 

Figure 5 shows the optical spectrum for the case of the 20 

cm-long fiber at the output peak power of 12 kW. The optical 

signal-to-noise ratio was 57 dB, and no distortion of the 

pulses could be observed after amplification (see inset of 

Figure 5).  

 

 

Figure 5. Normalized signal-to-noise ratio of the output signal of the fiber 
amplifier using 20 cm of the active phosphate fiber. Inset: measured beam 

pulse shape. 

 

4. Conclusion 
 

We demonstrated important foundation results towards 

the development of a pulsed single-amplification-stage, 

single-frequency fiber amplifier using the relatively short 

fiber length of a novel, custom-made 20/176 μm Yb-doped 
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phosphate fiber, achieving output peak powers of up to 12 

kW without any sign of SBS. This was accomplished using 

only 20 cm of this novel fiber. Further power scaling was 

limited by the high thermal load, and an additional increase 

in the output peak power scaling will require future ongoing 

improvements of the Yb-doped phosphate fiber. A decrease 

of the phosphate glass fiber outer diameter towards the more 

standard 125 μm value will reduce residual stress and 

improve thermal loading at the splice interface with the 

pump/signal delivery silica glass fiber. We anticipate that 

SM operation will also contribute improving the 

amplification efficiency and reduce injection losses at the 

splice interface. 

The implementation of a double-cladding structure and, 

in particular, an all-glass double-cladding structure, i.e. 

without using any polymer for the second cladding, would 

also be beneficial for exploiting efficiently the pump power 

through the fiber. Phosphate glasses allow a much higher 

compositional flexibility compared to silica, which enables 

the realization of a high NA for the first cladding (up to 

0.46), thus avoiding the use of polymers, which intrinsically 

display a much poorer thermal stability than glasses. 

Furthermore, an improvement in the splicing process and its 

cooling will lead to a higher output peak power without 

adding additional amplification stages. Our preliminary 

results confirm the possibility of realizing ultra-compact 

single-stage power fiber amplifiers. Key fiber features will 

be optimized through ongoing work. Besides onboard 

applications, the new laser source could also prove useful for 

the generation of high-output-peak-power laser sources 

operating at 532 and 355 nm via frequency doubling and 

tripling. 
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